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The Nigerian banking sector has grown over the years in an attempt to meet the ever-increasing needs and sophistication of the domestic economy. The banking system mobilizes financial resources from surplus units to finance deficits sectors of the economy thereby enhancing economic growth and development. To ensure that the objective is continuously achieved, the sector undergoes periodic reforms so as to improve its performance and contribute positively to the growth. It is imperative to note that Nigerian economy has been experiencing instability and depressions over the years, which have, negate the performance objectives of the banking system. This position and inflationary trend have eroded the adequacy of the banks capital to operate effectively in the domestic economy and integrate its services into the global economy (Adebowale, 2005)1. Nigerian financial institutions need to come out of low capitalization profile, which has prevented them from seizing opportunities in oil and gas business, beside manifest inability to cope with the challenges of both local and off-shore financing (Adekola, 2005) 2    
Soludo (2004) stated “that strengthening and consolidating the banking system will constitute the first phase of the reforms designed to ensure a diversified, strong and reliable banking sector which will ensure the safety of depositors money, play active 
developmental roles in the Nigerian economy, and be competent and competitive players in the African regional and global financial system.” The focus of the reform is to ensure that our banking system become strong players, take a more stable-mega structure, which can make them to compete globally in the international financial markets,  maintain going concern concept, and maximizes shareholders wealth. To ensure this goal is achieved, the Central Bank of Nigeria increased the minimum capital base of Banks from N2billion to N25billion with a dead line fixed at 31st December 2005 for every bank to satisfy this condition, failure which such will seize to operate as a deposit taking institution in Nigeria .The implication of this is that the operating license would be revoked.  

PAPER FOCUS
The paper identified some key areas in the banking system viz:
The reforms carried out by the federal Government and monetary authorities and observed that lack of sustainable commitment from the managers of the economy, inadequate supervision from the central bank, inconsistent regulations, economic crime within the system, downturn in the economy have been largely responsible for ineffective restructuring carried out in the past years; the non performance and liquidation of banks; the need for recapitalisation and the Basel Accords.
The paper however focused on mergers and acquisition which is the major strategy to strengthen and consolidate the banking system so as to play the active role of providing finance for nation building and take the right place in African and global economies through solid financial integration.

1.1 EVENTS IN THE BANKING SYSTEM FROM 1990
The Central Bank in this bid to have effective banking system and instill confidence in the society, introduced Bank examination rating and prudential guideline in 1990. The rating system with the acronym “CAMEL” was introduced to classify banks according to their strength to determine if they are strong or distress.  
The meaning of CAMEL is as stated thus:
C-Capital adequacy (strong capital base).
A-Asset quality (performing assets).
M-Management competence (qualified and efficient management)
E-Earnings strength (good returns on assets and consistent of earnings for growth.
L-Liquidity sufficiency (Very liquid to meet to day to day obligations, satisfy CBN requirement of cash reserve, capital adequacy ratio and regulatory percentage of total loans and advances to total deposits).

Prudential Guideline was introduced by Central Bank of Nigeria in 1990 for effective risk asset management and to safeguard depositors’ funds.      




Month of Dormancy	Types of Classification	Provision Rate	Interest suspended
After 3 months	Substandard	10%	100% (monthly)
After 6months	Doubtful	50%	100% (monthly)
After 12months	Lost	100%	100% (monthly)






Distress and   liquidation are two major phenomenons that threw big blows into the banking system between 1990 and 1998,which eroded depositors and public confidence in the banking sector as many depositors lost their money while some companies could not continue in business (Olajide, 2005).

The data below explain the situation:
1.In 1992,four Banks namely Owena Bank Plc, ABC Merchant Bank, African Continental Bank Ltd, and National Bank Ltd.were declared 
technically insolvent by CBN, and in effect they were all liquidated with the exception of Owena Bank, which was reorganized. 
2.For the banks in the industry to ensure sustainability and expansion of business, Central Bank of Nigeria increased the minimum capital to N500million in 1995,to N1billion in 1998 and to N2billion in year 2000. 
3.Between 1992 and 1998,many events were recorded in the banking industry, but an unprecedented revolution shook the industry in 1998.26 distressed banks were recorded in January 1998.













Total Risk Weighted Asset	51,302,649	57,858,920	(11.97)	2,411,615	57,513,301	(95.81)	316,484,200	273,391,400
Total Deposits	38,061,592	40,246,569	(5.43)	2,175,857	53,276,884	(95.92)	255,011,875	208,730,351
Total Loans & Advances	50,554,010	51,109,422	(1.09)	1,326,039	39,369,970	(96.86)	213,617,702	175,875,067




NDIC’s Level of Risk.	19,711,933	22,304,343	(11.62)	0	0		19,711,933	22,306,343
Non-performance Loans/Total Loans.	79.77%	68.67%		43.0%	23.74%		33.90%	32.91%
Average Liquidity Ratio.	(120.0%)	(59.47%)		(64.69%)	(31.14%)		(15.92%)	(0.49%)
Gross Loans & Lease Deposit Ratio	132.82%	129.99%		56.81%	73.90%		83.77%	84.26%
Source: Nigeria Deposit Insurance Corporation 1998

The above table reveals a precarious situation in the banking sector during this period. With N38 billion deposits in 47 banks, total loans and advances was N50.6billion, which was 133.15% of the deposit level, and 73.15% more than 60% policy of CBN during the period. The capital position of these banks was N4.1billion, while the recapitalisation requirement to put them to active operation in the market was N43 billion.
 Universal banking was introduced into the banking sector in year 2002 which introduced a non-distinction type of banking business for commercial and merchant banks in Nigerian economy. This was a step towards the reform programs of the federal government.   
  CBN 2003 report revealed the latest classification of banks to ensure sound and solid banking system:
Sound          	=	11 banks
Satisfactory     =         53 banks
Marginal	=         14 banks
Unsound	=           9 banks
                                                87
This classification by Central Bank of Nigeria was in preparation for restructuring and recapitalisation of banks towards the integration of Nigeria banking system into African and Global economies.
SUMMARY OF THE BANKING POSITIONS
Parameters	DECEMBER 2003	DECEMBER 2004
	UNSOUND BANKS	MARGINAL UNSOUND BANKS	INDUSTRY	UNSOUND BANKS	MARGINAL UNSOUND BANKS	INDUSTRY





Adjusted Shareholders Fund (Nbillion)	(75.66)	10.17	211.11	(84.08)	37.16	289.83
Recapitalization Requirement	79.72	0	0	98.10	0	0
Capital to meet Weighted Asset Ratio (%)	(148.94)	10.22	14.78	(60.00)	13.71	13.16
Non-performance Loans to Total Loans.	75.73	16.15	21.59	77.93	22.12	23.08
Average Liquidity Ratio (%).	13.74	46.28	47.40	16.63	37.30	50.44
Gross Loans to Deposit Ratio (%).	187.16	87.48	85.11	176.26	94.37	83.75
Ratio of Insured Deposit to Total Deposit (%).	40.46	28.57	24.92	31.68	21.69	22.08
Source: NDIC Report on Banks, 2004
OBS = OVERDRAFT BALANCES
The table above shows that in 2003,the ratio of gross loans to total deposit was 187.16% while it was 176.26% in year 2004. With this position, the recapitalisation requirement of the unsound banks in 2003 was 79.72billion, which increased to 98.10billion in year 2004.

1.2  THE NEED FOR RECAPITALISATION IN NIGERIA BANKING SECTOR
Bank and other financial institutions Decree (BOFI), 1990 declared the need for Nigeria to have a safe and sound banking, and financial market in which public confidence will hang on. The decree enhanced the power of CBN as the apex regulatory authority on monetary, banking and financial matters in Nigeria. To have a stable banking industry that will support the macro economic policies of the government for growth and sustenance of the economy, the Governor of CBN announced a recapitalisation and increase of the minimum capital of banks from N2billion to N25billion in July 2004 (Ebi, 2004)5. 

One of the most critical of all banking problems centers upon raising and maintaining sufficient capital

(Andrew and Peter, 2002) in their evaluation of banks in crisis asserted that “Risk taking is an essential element in financial markets, and it would be both unrealistic and wrong to aim for a zero-failure regime. Regulators should, however, target a low level of failure, which bring losses to retail savers and investors. 

Bank failures have far greater create collateral damage, and indeed produce victims who may have had no dealings whatsoever with the failed institutions in question. So the supervisor’s aim must be prevention rather than cure, with amputation as very much the last resort”  
To strengthening the banks, take their position as the bedrock of any economy and achieve the opinion of these scholars as quoted; the capital 
base must be very strong. The following explain justification for this position:
a. Capital provides a cushion against the risk of failure by absorbing financial and operating losses until management can address the bank’s problems and restore the institution’s profitability (Agbetuyi, 2004) .
b. Capital provides public confidence in a bank and reassures its creditor /depositors of the bank financial strength.
c.Capital provides funds for the organization’s growth and the development of new services, programmes and facilities.
d.Capital serves as a regulator of bank growth, helping to ensure that the individual bank’s growth is held to a pace that is sustainable in the long run (Boniface, 2005).
The regulatory authorities and the financial markets require that bank capital increase in line with the growth of loan and other risky bank assets.
The cushion to absorb losses is supposed to increase along with a banking institution’s growth risk exposure. (Peter, 1999) 
Capital limits how much risk exposure banks can accept .It protects the Nigerian Deposit Insurance Corporation from serious losses. 

1.3 The Basle Agreement on International Capital Standards.(Basel 1&11 Accord)
The Basel committee on banking Supervision was formed by the governors of Central Banks of G.10 countries in 1975 to formulate globally and consistent banking regulations to promote safe and sound banking practices. In  1998, the first capital Accord known as Basel 1 was entered into .It came into effect in 1992,and was adopted by about 150 countries. 
The 1988 accord proved inadequate to measure capital adequacy of banks. It failed to relate capital adequacy to bank’s true risk profile, it also failed to incorporate savings from loan portfolio diversification, leading to extensive regulatory arbitrage, increasing the risk level of bank asset portfolio.   
     The New Capital Accord known as Basel 11 is a refinement of the 1988 Accord that was adopted to fill the missing links. The new Accord focuses on safety and soundness of the present day financial system through the combination of effective bank level management, supervision and market discipline while it also provides a spectrum of approaches for the measurement of both credit and operational risks in determining the capital requirements. The new Accord also focuses on approaches to capital adequacy that are appropriately sensitive to the degree of risk involved in a bank’s positions and activities while also promotes means of avoiding systematic failure and enhancing competitive equality. The adoption of Basel 11 Accord by any country must be a complete one. 

Soludo, (2004) 10, as Governor of Central Bank of Nigeria declared “The Nigeria banking system today is fragile and marginal. Our vision is a banking system that is part of the global change, and which is strong, competitive and reliable. It is a banking system which depositors can trust, and investors can rely upon.”
To be part of the global system, the governor of Central Bank stated that the regulatory authorities, on their part would streamline the regulatory framework and strengthens the supervisory capacity to ensure a sound and efficient system. He therefore announced the new capital requirement for Nigerian banks would be a minimum of N25billion with full compliance before end of December 2005, and Consolidation of banking institutions through mergers and acquisitions.
The implementation date for the Basel 11 Accord is end of 2006, which shows that for our financial system to be fully integrated into global economy, Nigerian banking system must be fully recapitalised to be able to join the world economic order.
1.4 THE STRATEGY OPTION OF MERGER AND ACQUISITION AND MANAGEMENT BUY-OUT.  

With the shoring up of the bank capital base from N2billion to N25biliion and with a deadline of 31st December, 2005,the Central Bank of Nigeria clearly indicated that  “Only the banks that meet the requirement can hold public sector deposits, and participate in the DAS auction by end 2005. 
Publish the names of banks that qualify by 31 December 2005.” (Olajide 2005) 
However the Central Bank of Nigeria recommended consolidation of banking institutions through mergers and acquisitions, as the system would adopt a risk focused, and rule-based regulatory framework with a zero tolerance especially in the area of data /information rendition/reporting.
This development sent a panicking current across the whole financial system as stakeholders in the system believed the new minimum capital base was on the high side. That 1150% astronomical increase from N2billion to N25billion was to be reconsidered by CBN.    
In reaction to the outcry by the interested groups namely the shareholders, the banks management, and potential investors and members of the public, the Senate in August 2004 passed a bill stratifying different capitalization into three as indicated thus:  
Mega bank 	= N25billion minimum capital.
Medium bank = N10billion minimum capital
Small bank 	=  N5billion minimum capital. (Olatunji, 2004) 12
The Governor of Central Bank of Nigeria, Professor Charles Soludo in defense of the new capital base of N25billion and consolidation by merger and acquisition did analysis of the position of the Government of the Federal Republic of Nigeria and their reform programme to have a banking system that will be a strong bed-rock for economic building. Most banks in Nigeria have a capitalization of less than US$10million,while the largest bank has a capital base of US$240million as at June, 2004.This is compared to US$526million for the smallest bank in Malaysia.  
In 1998,a merger in France resulted in a new bank with a capital base of US$688billion,while the merger of two banks in the same year in Germany created the second largest bank in Germany with a capital base of US$541billion.In Singapore, after consolidation, the second largest bank has a capital base of about US$67billion.
Ingo and Roy (1991) defined mergers and acquisition as a situation where the ownership and management of independently operating enterprises are brought under the control of a single management. 
The companies and Allied Matters Act (1990 section 590) defined mergers as any amalgamation of the undertakings of any part of the undertakings or interest of two or more companies or the undertakings or part of the undertakings of one or more companies and one or more bodies corporate.
 As at the close of business in year 2004,only four banks in the system had met the minimum capital base of N25billion namely: First Bank of Nigeria plc, Union Bank plc, Zenith Bank plc, and Oceanic Bank plc.  Other banks entered into memorandum of understanding and headed for the capital market to shore up their capital base to a level that make them attractive for merger and acquisition within the banking system.

1.5 WHY BANKS OPTED FOR MERGERS AND ACQUISITION
According to Soludo,(2004) since CBN resolved that all the operating 87 banks in the financial sector must beef up their capital base the challenges of becoming strong competitors in the global economy, aside from mergers and acquisition, there are four other options opened to the banks to meet the requirement:
a.New capital raising programmes through the capital market: in addition to Union Bank Plc and First Bank plc that shareholders funds had exceeded N25billion before the consolidation requirement by CBN, Only Zenith bank plc and Oceanic Bank succeeded in raising N25billion form the capital market.
b .Private placements. Some banks that went through private placement could not meet the requirement.
c. Foreign equity participation. Because of the present economic position, low level of confidence in our banking system, inability to be able to integrate into the global economy and security situation in the economy, foreign investors are not rushing to take the investment opportunities. Only banks that have their headquarters outside Nigeria are waiting for increased capital transfer viz: City Bank Group is a subsidiary of City bank, London and Chartered standard Bank with its parent company in South Africa.. 

In view of the above and other reasons highlighted below, the strategy of mergers and acquisition was adopted:
For growth and business expansion: Growth is vital to the well being of a business. Growth is the linchpin for programs to generate capital for financial health. It is financially healthy organization that strengthens its market position through enhanced operating efficiency. Finance shall be required to upgrade technologies. Without growth possibilities, most organizations would lose their mission and purposes for existing, stagnate, wither and then die, (Elumelu, 2005) 14 
  Mergers will provide the quickest entry into other markets and industries for the mega banks especially the global market. They will secure critical size necessary to become effective and formidable competitors. Opportunities are created for the utilization of excess capacity, and achieving complementary capabilities.
Technology and Revolution in information technology: The mega banks will be able to access advantaged technologies successfully because of managerial competence available, ability to cope with risk and finance the cost. Mergers will enhance various types of economies or synergies: economies of scale (technical, pecuniary and managerial).
Diversification of business/opportunities: The banks merge with each other to forestall a takeover, secure a control of key materials on components, secure channels or distribution networks, enable growth targets to be achieved, and internationalize the business.
To actualize efficiency theory: Merger helps to improve the performance of incumbent management and produce a more efficient company through the achievement of some form of synergy i.e. “2+2=5.  
For Bolster asset backing: A bank with high level of earnings relative to the net assets will attempt to improve its overall risk profile by acquiring a company with substantial assets. 
To restore confidence back to the industry: Only few mega banks will operate in the industry as from January 2006 with adequate capital to operate with. This will restore confidence back to the industry, improve quality of earnings and provide finance to support the growth programme of the Government.
1.6. ANALYSIS OF BANKS THAT EMERGED 
The following mega banks emerged after meeting the minimum capital of N25billion, and merger approved by Central Bank of Nigeria. Analysis also reflect members of the group.
1. Access Bank Plcr: Marina Bank, Capital Bank International, Access Bank.
2. Afribank Plc: Afribank Plc, Afribank International Ltd (Merchant Bankers)
3. Diamond Bank Plc; Diamond Bank, Lion Bank, African International Bank (AIB)
4. EcoBank; EcoBank.
5. ETB Plc: Equitorial Trust Bank (ETB), Devcom.
6. FCMB Plc; FCMB, Co-operative Development Bank, Nigerian-American Bank, Midas Bank.
7. Fidelity Bank Plc: Fidelity Bank, FSB, Manny Bank.
8. First Bank Plc: FBN plc, FBN Merchant Bank, MBC.
9. First Inland Bank Plc: IMB, Inland Bank, First Atlantic Bank, NUB.
10. Guaranty Trust Plc: GT Bank.
11. IBTC-Chartered Bank Plc: Regent, Chartered, IBTC.
12. Intercontinental Bank Plc: Global, Equity, Gateway, Intercontinental
13. NIB: Nigerian Intercontinental Bank
14. Oceanic Bank Plc: Oceanic Bank, International Trust Bank.
15. Platinum-Habib Bank Plc: Bank PHB
16. Skye Bank Plc: Prudent Bank, Broad Bank, Coop Bank, Reliance Bank, EIB.
17. Spring Bank Plc: Guardian Express Bank, Citizens Bank, Fountain Trust Bank, Omega Bank, Trans-International Bank, ACB.
18. Stanbic Bank Ltd: Stanbic Bank.
19. Standard Chartered Bank Ltd: Standard Chartered Bank Ltd.
20. Sterling Bank PLc: Magnum Trust Bank, NBM Bank, NAL Bank, INMB, Trust Bank of Africa.
21. UBA Plc: STB, UBA, CTB
22. Union Bank Plc: Union Bank, Union Merchant Bank, Universal Trust Bank, Broad Bank.
23. Unity Bank Plc: New Africa Bank, Tropical Commercial Bank, Centre-Point Bank, Bank of the North, NNB, First Interstate Bank, Intercity Bank,Societe Bancaire,Pacific Bank.
24.  Wema Bank Plc: Wema Bank. National Bank.
25. Zenith International Bank Plc: Zenith International Bank PLc.
Source: Central Bank of Nigeria Annual Report (2005:pp.37-38) 
STEPS IN THE ACQUISITION AND MERGERPROCESS
The acquiring corporation or companies in merger agreement should go through these four steps:
1.	 Identify the acquisition and merger strategy and screening criteria. This is to avoid going into a marriage that will not bring synergy into the operations. 
2.     Select the screening approach and put into consideration the regulatory framework. This will ensure the due process is implemented and to avoid post-merger litigation.
3.	Make the acquisition/merging. This is integrating operations of all the parties to become one big organization. 
4.	Plan the post acquisition/merger integration process. This is to address all feasible future challenges and have a strategic plan that will make the emerged company achieve its corporate objectives.

The target company is usually evaluated on the criteria set out at the planning stage. The important issue here is that the target business when integrated would become an integral part of the combined entity; i.e. both companies will become one integrated whole with the same culture, management processes. The table below is the criteria that must be duly followed in evaluating a target company for merger and acquisition.

BUSINESS EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR MERGER ACQUISITION  

    INTERNAL STRATEGIC POSITION
                                                                                            EXTERNAL CRITERIA
	Return on investment                           *Technological Changes        
	Leverage                                                *Rate of inflation
	Liquidity                                                *Demand variability
	Working capital                                    *Price range of competing products
	Ease of exit from market                      *Barriers to entry into market.
	Cash Flow                                              *Competitive Pressure
	Risk involved in business                     *Price elasticity of demand 
    FINANCIAL STRENGTHS (FS)	                ENVIRONMENTAL STABILITY 


    COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES		INDUSTRY STRENGTH
	Market share                                     *Growth Potential
	Product quality                                  *Profit potential
	Product life cycle                               *Financial stability  
	Customer loyalty                               *Technological Know-how
	Competitive capacity utilization      *Resource capitalization
	Technology Know-how                     *Capital intensity
	Control over suppliers and              *Ease of entry into market
	Distributors	                                        *Productivity, Capacity utilization






2.0 THE BENEFITS OF MERGERS AND ACQUSITIONS OF BANKS TO THE BANKING SECTOR AND NIGERIAN ECONOMY. 
1.The consolidation of banking institutions aims, among others at strengthening the banking sector to more meaningfully protect deposits, play developmental roles in the nation’s economy and become a competent and active player in the African regional and global financial system. It is envisaged that the reform would, overtime, guarantee higher returns to the shareholders and other stakeholders of the banking industry. The oligopolistic nature of the industry is bound to change to a market structure where a few large players control the entire market. Market shares will change and the presently leading banks will face a reinforced competition.
2.The consolidated banks (Mega Banks) will sustain a higher growth rate than the present market leaders; there will be improved capacity to finance major projects such as in the oil and gas sector. Raise confidence in the banking sector by finally curing the system of the prolonged financial distress.
3.Cost savings and Revenue enhancement. Emerged Banks will enjoy economies of scale on one hand, and avoid duplication on the other hand. There will be increased revenues through firm size, firm scope or market power.
4.Consolidation will encourage the development of capital markets, with potential benefits for financial stability. There are increased activities in the capital market and by extension; there will be dilution in the ownership of banks, which will reduce the possibility of abuse by owners of banks. 
5.The consolidation programme will offer the economy the opportunity to experience unprecedented growth and development because the capital base of banks would enhance their financial intermediation to the real sector in the long-term investment opportunities. This development would spur investments in the industrial shares when perceived by investors as capable of giving good returns (Obabolujo, 2005).   
2.1 POST-MERGER CHALLENGES OF THE EMERGED MEGA BANKS
Mergers and Acquisitions have now become a regular occurrence in the world of business organizations. The Nigerian business environment is only now awakening to have long become a mainstream affair in global business. The drivers of mergers and acquisitions vary from heightened international competition, the unprecedented growth of emerged global market, regulator market, regular changes, the explosion of new technologies to expanding markets, soaring cost of research, economic or strategic barriers to organic growth. This enormous pressure and indeed opportunity for business is noted to, directly or indirectly, constitute one of the key drivers of mergers and Acquisitions, in an era where the world continues to contract to the size of a grape (Prince-Abbi, 2005). 
The challenges therefore will feature in the following areas:
1.Ability of emerged mega bank to deploy fully integrated programme. With a few mega bank to operate and support the development of the economy, the competitive advantage depends on the management ability to deploy well structured and well managed post-merger integration process to be characterized by lower cost, synergy capture, involvement of employee, good leadership, maintenance of customer focus, protection of productivity, technology and system implementation (Olajide, 2005) .  
2.The post-merger effect is the ability of each bank to develop strong organizational capacity to employ good resource for strong competitive advantages in the Nigerian economy and integration into African and Global economies.
3.The strength of effective leadership, training and indoctrination. Full commitment to the process should be demonstrated and orchestrated at the highest level of the new bank.
4.Effective and efficient management of available foreign objective of economic growth and development.
5.The regulatory authorities will face some risks, as the consolidated banks would pose higher risks to NDIC. The deposit insurance funds could face larger potential losses from the failure of a single large consolidated institution

6.Banks Non-performing loans and advances.   The regulatory authorities are worried about the quality of the loan portfolio of the banks and the high level of non-performing loans and advances. The shortcomings that impaired the quality of the loan portfolio of the banks include non-availability of good policies. For any business venture, the law of continuity demands that money taken or borrowed from a business enterprise should be ploughed back. Amkpa ,(2006) (as cited by Olajide,2006)18 ,the evidence from systematic banking crises all over the world confirm that poor quality asses resulting from defaults on loan obligations have the highest potency to trigger financial distress. 
The absence of any credible framework for the protection of creditor rights in the financial system effectively stalls rapid recovery of non-performing loans. Consequemces of non-performing loans are: high loan loss provisions, impairment of capital account, lending restrictions, erosion of public or market confidence and shrinkage of net interest margin and profitability. Banks should adopt both centralized and decentralized approaches to resolve problem loans.i.e Creators of loans should be made to resolve problems themselves and/or the problem loans should be managed by a workout/loan recovery unit of the organization.                                 
7.Policy inconsistency. The CBN and the government need to guarantee effective implementation, policy consistency over time and efficient regulation that will ensure the long –term success of ongoing banking sector reforms.
8.The Challenge of International Market. The mega banks have canvassed new lines of business to potential investors thereby making Nigerian banks possess the potentials to match the best in the world. The Nigerian Stock Exchange has presented Nigerian banking business as profitable, high and voluminous returns on stocks in the world. The Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) should pursue a stable macro economic environment in terms of inflation control, stable exchange rate, and friendly fiscal policies and growth in Gross Domestic Product (GDP).The consolidated banks should build an industry that can play a leading role in the global economy.

3.0 EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF FIELD SURVEY
The researchers carried out a field survey to sample the opinion of the operators. Using the banking industry as the population and eight banks out of the twenty five emerged banks were randomly selected as sample representatives, questionnaires were distributed to gather primary data for testing the outlined hypotheses
3.1 Hypotheses:
    i. Bank consolidation through mergers and acquisitions has significant effect on global integration of operations
   ii. Mergers and Acquisitions have positive impact on technology and revolution in information technology.
   iii.Consolidation through mergers and acquisitions has significant impact on bolster asset backing.
  iv.Consolidation by mergers and acquisitions of banks enhances their role as the financial bedrock of the economy.  
3.2. Data Analysis, Presentation and Discussion. Analysis of Variance ANOVA using SPSS was adopted in computing results gathered from the field work. The questionnaire was segmented into four sections with three questions each to capture each hypothesis tested. Five variables of “strongly agree, agree, undecided, disagreed and strongly disagreed “were coded to capture the response from the respondents. Eighty questionnaires were evenly distributed to the eight banks, with a response rate of 96% achieved.
Hypothesis 1: From the test statistics, the calculated result for F=16.778 while the critical/tabulated value al alpha is 0.05 and 0.01 f3, 56 at the degree of freedom within, dfw= 52 and the degree of freedom between, dfb=7 is 2,192 and 3.004 respectively .Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected and accepted the alternative hypothesis meaning that the bank consolidation has significant impact on global integration of bank operations, services and products.
Hypothesis 2: From the test statistics, the calculated result for F is 10.617 while the critical value f7,52 at the degree of freedom within,dfw =52 and the degree of freedom between,dfb =7 is 2.20 at alpha   0.05 and 3.02 at alpha  0.01levels of significance  respectively. The null hypothesis was rejected meaning that mergers and acquisitions will have positive impact on technology and revolution in information technonology.
Hypothesis 3: From the test statistics, the calculated result for F= 11.369, while the critical value, F7, 52 at alpha is 0.05 =2.192 and 3.004 at alpha 0.01 levels of significance respectively. This is an indication that consolidation through mergers and acquisitions will actually bolster asset backing.This is to say that a bank with good earning potentials will succeed by acquiring another bank with substantial assets
.Hypothesis 4: The test statistics reveal the following results: The calculated result fo F= 20.424 while the critical value F7, 52 at the degree of freedom within,df3=52 and the degree of freedom between,dfb =7 is 2.192 at alpha 0.05 and 3.004 at alpha =0.01 levels of significance respectively. The null hypothesis is rejected and the alternative accepted meaning that bank consolidation through mergers and acquisitions will enhance the major of the banks as the bedrock of the Nigerian economy.        
4.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The financial sector is the chief financier of all the other sectors in the economy and the bedrock for national development. Having embarked on the bank consolidation, people are expecting change. A well planned and structured post merger integration process characterized by the elements proposed in this paper and put into place stable policy, adaptable regulatory framework and adequate supervision and control by CBN, there will be post-merger success and competitive advantage to support the reformation of the economy. 
Under the present global economic interconnectivity, it is imperative that our banking system needs to be properly focused for proper integration into the world banking system. With merger and acquisition system, strong capital base and strong management competence, the banks will be able to compete effectively both in the local and international market. They will also contribute positively to the economic development of the nation by finance projects that will bring economic value to the nation. 
To achieve all these, the following are strong recommendations for implementation:
1. 	To achieve SYNERGY, the regulatory authority should ensure that boardroom rancor is guided against. This can be achieved if key offices like that of the Managing Director/chief Executive officer, chairman and Director have time frame, and that at the expiration of the term, he/she should vacate the office. Performance appraisal system should be installed where the performance of the MD/CEO is appraised periodically to determine the position of the organization. Negative performance should not be compromised; hence the incumbent should be made to vacate office for non-performance. The same person should not occupy the position of chairman and managing Director/CEO.  
2. 	The emerged megabanks should integrate their services into the global market so as to make efficient utilization of the funds by financing international business .Any megabank that limits its operations to Nigerian economy will not be able to compete and stay in the market. Their return on investment will be minimal to justify the capital structure.  
3.	The regulatory authorities like the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN), Nigeria Deposit Insurance Corporation, and Securities and Exchange Commission should install adequate controls that will safeguards the capital and assets of the banks, and also guide distress. 
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